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During the exam you are not allowed to exit the room for any other reason than handing your work
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Solutions and answers can be given either in English or in Italian.
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corrections, or if the space is not su�cient, use the back of the front cover.

The clarity and the order of the answers will be considered in the evaluation.

At the end of the test you have to hand this file only. Every other sheet you may hand will not
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EXERCISE 1

1. Consider the electrical network sketched in the figure:
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Write the equations of the dynamic system that describes the electrical network.

2. Find the equilibrium state and the equilibrium output corresponding to a constant input u = ū = 2

TI
e dynamic system is a secondi arabi •ne

.

We

can Select as state Variables the Current in the

inducas and the Voltage across the capacità .
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We can write ,

dici = >ce ①

[
⇒" tu = >e. + RG.ci.)②

Lien
① Voltage on the inclinata =
Voltage on the capacità

② u = Voltage on capacita &

[i = f- da voltage on resiste

sia = -f- sei - Le set In

te fimd the eguihhnnm state we and to set the

derivativesto zero
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3. Find the expression of the transfer function from the voltage input u to the voltage output y

4. What is the type of the transfer function determined in the previous step?

To final the transfer function , we aplace the

denvat.ve with the operator S :

sta = IX>↳
= -

-fiki Liu
Yai
We eliminate Xi : Xn =#✗a

SX = -Ish - fax. + U ⇒ ✗=r%÷-0

Trenta function G = =È÷

Since the Transfer function Gas a zero in 5=0
,

the type is 8=-1.



EXERCISE 2

1. Consider the dynamical system described by the following block diagram:
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Solve the block diagram by determining the transfer function from u to y.

the block Gods) is closed in a unitay feedback leop .

We can then sirnplify the block diagram as :
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We can how use directby the forarla for closed
heap system :

=
f. f. of the fevcnard Path
1 & E. f. of the loop

the f-award path is Grin parallel with Grand the
result in series with GAG , the Gap by G. in series
with 63/126

}
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2. Discuss whether it is necessary and/or su�cient that one or more of the transfer functions be

asymptotically stable in order for the overall system to be asymptotically stable

3. Setting G1(s) = 1, G2(s) = 0, G3(s) =
1

s
discuss the stability of the overall system

Since Gals) is not closed in a feedback loop,
it is necessary that Gals) is asyunpofically
stable for the Overall system to be

.

suhstitut.mg :
y f-
Ti

=

raga}
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this tran sta function Eas a single pole in

5=-2
, thaofae it is asycnptotically stalle .



EXERCISE 3

1. Explain what is the di↵erence between the trajectory generation for a robot in the joint space and

in the operational space.

2. Consider now the design of a joint trajectory with a trapezoidal velocity profile. The total dis-

placement is h = 20, the total positioning time is T = 1s and the acceleration time is Ta = 0.25s.
Compute the constant speed in the central part of the motion.

Joint Space : each joint Variable evolves from its
initio to its final value independents

.

No Kihevnatic inversione
,
no issues with

singolarities, motion ofend affection curpredectahle
.

①realmente Space : the position and orientation of the end
effecton evolve alaeg a path . Full
Central of the e. e. but issues with
singolari ties

.
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the total disrlacenmt is the area of the
Velocity trapezoidali.
D= 2. f. aiuta + è G-rta) = 9.✓ (T- Ta)

theafove È =D- = = 26.66
T-Ta



3. Compute the value of the acceleration at the beginning of the trajectory

4. Suppose now that the maximum available acceleration is the same found at the previous step,

while the maximum available speed is one half of the speed computed previously. For the same

displacement of this exercise, find the minimum positioning time.

noi

Ìm
T

> t

ta

Clearly è= cinta ⇒ Èn =9¥ -106.66

Wham we can Use batti the maximum Speed and

the matinum acceleration
, we can write :

D= cima. (T- Ta)
Ìmar Ìmar Ta

⇒ F-B- +Cincinnati
Èmai

In this case
, Óimae = ¥ = 13.33 Èmex = ÌM -106.66

Then
: t.jp?:-t13.33-= 1.62 S

106.66

(tech more thou the Original peatiomig time)


